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SCIENTIFIC METHODS FOR DEVELOPING
ULTRASTABLE STRUCTURES

Michael Gambler, Timothy Thompson, and William Miller
Los Alamos National Laboratory*

Los Alamos, New _exit:o 87545, USA

Abstract

Scientific methods used by the Los Alamos National Laboratory for developing an ulwastable structure for
study of silicon-based elementary particle tracking systems are addressed. In particular, the design, analysis,
and monitoring of this system are explored. The development methodology was based on a triad of analytical,
computational, and experimental techniques. These were used to achieve a significant degree of mechanical
stability (alignment accuracy > 1 #rad) and yet allow dynamic manipulation of the system. Estimates of system
thermal and vibratory stability and component performance are compared with experimental data collected using

laser interferometry and accelerometers,

Nomenclature Introduction

(In Order of Occurrence)
The need for highly stable structures has been stimulated by

S_jkl material compliance tensor components rapid advances in science and technology. The Michelson-
Morley interferometer has existed for more than a century. Its

qi strain tensor components development was fundamental in furthering man's capability
O'k_ stress tensor components to assess stability. Current inertial confinement fusion sys-
[Sf] material compliance matrix terns require highly stable components and subsystems so that

E_j elastic moduli tens of kilojoules of energy can be focused on a spot only a

_qj Poisson's ratios few hundred microns in diameter. During the past decade, the

G_j shear moduli emergence of high-energy physics experiments also challenged
IT] transformation matrix the scientific community's capability to achieve great stability

for the purpose of elementary particle interaction tracking. The
m cos 0 Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) high-energy physics
n sin 0 experiment, scheduled to be d:.signed, constructed, and op-
[T]T transposition of matrix [TJ crated during the 1990's, will once again require advances in

[S_ body compliance matrix the state of the art of structural stability. The Los Alamos

-_j shear strain tensor components National Laboratory (LANL) has anticipated this need and

r 0 shear stress tensor components begun developing and testing ultrastable structures that could
be useful for such applications. The insight and experience

%j coefficients of thermal expansion gained from this experimentation is directly applicable to the
Vr volume fraction of graphite fiber design of a silicon-based elementary particle tracking system.
Vm volume fraction of epoxy matrix A successful silicon-based particle tracker is a geometrically
ft fundamental frequency of vibration complex structure built of lightweight, perhaps advanced com.

1 length posite material, with stability or' the order of several microns.
d diameter The design and analysis of the subject experiment were guided

by these requirements in an effort to achieve unprecedented
'alignment accuracy and stability.

The experimental system developed by LANL for stability
Currently at the Massachussetts Institute of Technology, studies features a pair of grids separated by approximately

77 Massachussetts Avenue, 9-428, Cambridge, MA 02139 2.5 m. The relative alignment of these grids was continu-

* Manuscript produced under Department of Energy Contract ously momtored during experimentation for stability assess-
No. KS-3501, Superconducting Supercollider Detector Re- ment. Fewer than 2.5 #m of relative misalignment were
search, deemed acceptable over this distance. Hence, an accuracy
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of greater than 1.0 l_m/m of grid separation, or 1.0/_rad, was of approximately 0.10 ppmPC (0.05 ppm/°F). The connect-
desired. To ensure this alignment objective, an inherently sm- ing cylinder was produced by winding AS4 graphite filaments
ble platform was developed and coupled with a laser interfer- on a mandrel at an angle determined to provide an acceptable

ometry dynamic correction system, lt is the stability of the hoop stiffness while offering a negligible axial CTE. The grid
platform that is herein addressed. This primarily includes the structures were also filament wound using AS4 graphite and
end platens, connecting cylinder, massive, base, and interfer- epoxy. These were fabricated to conform to minimal radial
ometry system. The upstream and downstream grids compose growth constraints as well as minimal out of plane warping
the measurement system. The details of the design, analysis, due to fabrication and thermal effects. These two concerns
and monitoring of both systems are now discussed, were born out of a desire to maintain a swain-free mounting

environment for the grid structures that would also minimize

Design grid placement perturbations.

The design philosophy applied to the system was that of pas- Other important material selections included the use of
sive stability with fine dynamic correction capability. The low-hysteresis beryllium-copper (Be-Cu) springs for platen
platform was constructed primarily of graphite composite ma- preloads and motion control and superinvar mounts for op-
terials. These were chosen because of their high strength- tics support. The use of superinvar is common when small
to-weight ratio, ability to optimize the coefficient of thermal mount distortions due to thermal influences are of concern.
expansion (CTE), and excellent vibrational damping charac- This material was chosen for the optical-element mounts of
teristics. This material selection was very much in keeping the laser interferometry system because .of its CTE of 1.35
with the passive stability sought by designers. Constructing ppmPC (0.75 ppm/°F). The long path lengths associated with
components with a near-zero CTE that require little additional the sys'_m and the need to equate path lengths of the reference
vibration attenuation provides an inherently stable structure, and scene beams necessitated high dimensional stabqlity from
A heterodyne laser interferometry system was chosen for its the mounts.
inherent stability. One concern, however, is that the stringent

grid alignment constraints requh-ed for system performance A complicated platform is required to accomplish the straight-
could be exceeded by thermal growth of various critical com- forward operation of the system. Maintaining two grids sep-
portents or by coupling of vibrations from the environment, arated by approximately 2.5 m in almost perfect alignment is
By minimizing the CTE of critical components and carefully a considerable engineering feat. The inherently stable plat-

controlling the temperature of the operational environment, form is only the first step toward attaining this objective. As a
this concern was eliminated. As for vibration coupling, the second-tier stabilization effort, a laser-interferometry-coupled
use of stiff, inherently well-damped materials and the addition dynamic correction system exists. This system is designed

of a platform vibration isolation support system combat the iii such that relative differences in grid alignment can be trans-
effects of ground-borne vibrations, later into spatial degrees of freedom that can be used to accom-

plish tracking of the downstream grid via the upstream grid.
The design phase of the system required a careful material Because of its four non--coplar_ar platens, tl_e upstream platen
selection process. Tradeoff studies with respect to weight, assembly can move in 3 spatial degrees of freedom. (Motion
stiffness, OI'E, and cost were performed for various materi- in the remai_ing 3 degrees of freedom is not required to meet
als. Design and analysis results dictated the use of a variety measurement criteria.) The motion is accomplished by three
of graphite/epoxy composites for the construction of the end piezoelectric transducers (PZTs). This capability allows grid
platens, connecting cylinder, and grid structures. The end translation and rotation. The PZTs are accurate to 0.1 tlm with

platens were constructed ofpreimpregnated graphite/epoxy a range of 40 #m. TWo stepping motors are also used to move
sheets bonded toa KevlarTM-honeycomb core. Since the the upstream platen in the transverse x and y directions in a
platens support not only the grids but also a myriad of op- coarse sense. Their motions are constrained to a total range
tical elements for the interferometry system, radial expansion of about 6000/_m with a step size of approximately 1.0 l_m.
and out-of-plane warping were harmful. The tendency for the

platens to warp during a thermal transient was combated by Analysis
laying up the graphite/epoxy face sheets in a manner that pro-
duced a quasi-isotropic composite. The radial growth of the The development methodology was based on a triad of analyt-
platens was minimized by the use of Iow-CTE graphite. The ical, computational and experimental techniques. Each phase
upstream platen is actually a set of four non-coplanar platens of the design incorporated analysis of candidate materials and
mechanically linked together to provide grid spatial articula- construction schemes. The platens, connecting cylinder, and
tion in 2 translational and I rotational degrees of freedom, grids required extensive finite-element analysis before con-

These were composed of AS4 graphite and epoxy, possessing struction plans could be finalized. This phase included ana-
a CTE of approximately 1.9 ppmPC (1 ppmPF). However, lytical descriptions of orthotropic material properties as well
the downstream platen is a single unit supporting critical ref- as experimental verification of such properties. Analysis tech-
erence optics for the interferometry system and required Ultra niques and results are now presented introduced by the theory
High Modulus (UHM) graphite and epoxy, possessing a CTE upon which they are based.
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Theory where

Ali graphite composites used in the system are orthotropic
composites, These are materials that exhibit planes of sym- $1_ = l/Ell S22 "- 1/E22 533 "- 1/E33

metry in their material properties with principal constants that $12 "-- -ulJEII S_ = -v23/E22 $31 = -1:31/E33

do not vary with position within those planes. These are not $44 = 1/G23, $55 = 1/G_3 $66 = 1/G12
to be confused with anisotropic materials, which possess dif-

ferent principal material constants from point to point within and
the material. Analytical and computational treatments of the Eli is the elastic modulus in the x direction, etc.;
system's orthotropic components required application of shell G12 is the shear modulus associated with the
theory equations and the materials' physical properties in ten- x-y plane, etc,; and
sor format. _ This is necessary to describe the material char- u12 is the Poisson ratio in the x-y direction, etc.
acteristics as they vary from principal planes and influence
each other. The constitutive relations for a composite material Graphically displayed in Fig. 1, the subscript fdenotes the fiber
assume the familiar form 2 material direction. At this point, both fibers anti physical body,

denoted by subscript b, principal directions are synonymous.
fij = SijklO'kl i, j, k, I- 1, 2, 3 (1)

(referring to the x, y, and z directions as 1, 2, and 3), Solid mechanics considerations mandate the symmetry of the
where compliance matrix. Hence, the b'ij are strictly constrained by

SiN forms a fourth-order material compliance tensor, the reciprocity relations:
cii is the mathematical strain tensor, and
o-k_is the stress tensor. --El_.- --uij i, j = 1, 2, or 3. (4)

_j V'ji

The material compliance tensor contains ali the engineering
constants, such as the elastic moduli and Poisson ratios for the

For the case of the cylinder and platens, the generally or-various materials' principal directions. Elements of the com-
pliance tensor could be used to form a compliance or stiffness thotropic material possessing three planes of symmetry and

statement of a physical problem as a result of the mutually a compliance matrix of nine independent constants should be
inverse relationship shared by the compliance and stiffness replaced with a transversely isotropic matrix possessing only
matrices, five independent constants. A transversely isotropic material

is one which is isotropic about one axis. If that axis is defined

Mathematically, to be the X axis, then

SiN = Smnwhen m and n are 1, 2, or 3,

2 SiN = S_ when either m or n are 4, 5, or 6, $22 = $33 $55 = $66

4 Si_ = S,_ when both m and n are 4, 5, or 6, $12 = Sl3 $44 = 2(S_2 - $23) (5)
and the compliance matrix reduces to

where factors of 2 are introduced to acct.,:nt for the difference

between tensorial and the larger engineering strains. Sll S_2 S_2 0 0 0
S22 $23 0 0 0

Making use of"contracted tensor notation, [Sri = Su 0 0 0 (6)
S_ 0 0

_i = Sij' _rj i, j = 1, 2:.... 6 (2) symmetric s66 0

where the S_j matrix contains 36 terms, but, because of s_6-
the compliance matrix symmetry, only 21 are independent,
and this number reduces to 9 independent terms because of
Maxwell's reciproc_ theorem [Eq. (4)]. Since the compo-

nents of S_j refer to the principal directions of the material, For the thin shells and platen facings used in the design, the
the number of independent terms are found to diminish for normal stress o-= and the shear stresses 7-13arid 7-23may be
constructions possessing more symmetry than others. For a approximated as zero. This reduces the 6 x 6 compliance
generally orthotmpic material, the following compliance ma- matrix to a 3 x 3 matrix. 1

trix applies. 3
For optimized composite behavior the material symmetry axes

Sll 512 513 0 0il seld°m c°incide with the b°dy's symmetry axes' F°r these s°

$22 $23 0 0 called cross-ply laminates, a transformation is required for the

[Sf] = $33 0 0 introduction of an angle/7 with respect to the body's symmetry
$44 0 , (3) axes, as shown in Fig. 2. The subscript f refers to the material

symmetric $55 principal directions while the b subscripts indi_te the physical
$66-1 body principal directions.
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Figure 1. Coincident physical body and fiber principal direc- Figure 2. Fiber principal axes rotated through an angle O with
tions, respect to the physical body

The tensor analysis result will simply be stated but may be Application
easily verified as4

With the compliance form of the stress-strain relationship, it is
possible to analytically investigate the behavior of orthotropic

m2 n2 2mn ]
[TJ = n2 m2 -2mn (7) materials and, with the defirdtions of the terms of [Sr] given

-mn mn m2 _ n2] earlier, input to a finite-element computer code is possible for
a numerical computation as weil. Based on this formalism,

where m = cos 0 and n = sin 0. experimental data from tension tests involving graphite/epoxy
specimens were corroborated. The intent of the tension tests

The transformed equation is thus was to verify manufacturers' data provided with the mated-
als to be used. The subsequent analytical and numerical cor-

[S_ = [TI'r[sr][T] (8) roboration of those results was to reinforce the development

and the plain stress constitutive equations become: precepts of analytical, computational, and experimental agree-
ment. Excellent agreement with experiment was observed.

[,xx $11 S12 S16] ]crx_ Hence' pr°von material pr°perties and c°nfldence in c°mpu"
Cyy = S22 S26 / O'yy , (9) tational procedures involving orthotropic materials resulted.
7_y symmetric $66j r,y

Material properties were transformed from the material coor-

where the S_j form the components of tsh]. dinate system to the body coordinate system. This, coupled
with classical laminated plate theory (CLT) or the rule of mix-

Once again the compliance matrix assumes a square, symmet- tures equations, allowed the estimation of component stiffness
ric form. Also, even though fully populated, this matrix still under various conditions. 6 Figure 3 displays a plot of the axial
represents a two-dimentional orthotropic material possessing and hoop stiffnesses for mutually perpendicular directions of
only four independent constants, the connecting cylinder as a function of wind angle and the

overall percentage of circular (i.e., 900 to the cylinder longi-
Similar transformations may be executed for the purpose of tudinal axis) wraps. Figure 3 also represents the CTE of the
dealing with the CTEs of an ort,hotropic material. Although cylinder along its longitudinal axis as a function of wind an-
this transformation is generally simpler, it requires volumetric gle and overall percentage of circular wraps. Table 1 displays
and elastic modulus weightiilg for the fractions of fiber and the quasi-isotropic properties of several candidate materials
matrix materials present in the body. These results may be considered for use as the end platen facing material.
summarized in indicial notation as s

The stringent tolerances required for a successful system could
easily be exceeded by a lack of structural rigidity, a tempera-

Emo'mV m -1t- ErerV r

°Zll = EmVm-t- EfVf (10a) ture transient affecting a high-CTE material, or dynamic cou-pling of culturally enhanced vibration in the structure. With
_22 -- Ce33 "- ( 1 +/./rn)Q'rnVm .3L ( 1 + ur)offVf the previously introduced stiffness and CTE information, an'al-

- c_I l(_fVr + _'mVm). (10b) yses were performed in ali of these areas. Finite-element anal-
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Figure 3. Calculated coefficients of thermal expansion (left) and axial and hoop moduli of AS4 windings.

ysis was performed using the code PAFEC3 on various critical decreases the CTE by more than an order of magnitude! The
components. Detailed analyses of the grid structures, platens, overall stiffness-to-weight ratio of these composite structures
and connecting tube were undertaken. Procedures and results is in general much higher than that in metals, but the exact
from these efforts will now be presented, numbers are a strong function of weave angle and desired

directional properties. The platens were desired to have a

Early in the project development, concerns were expressed re- minimal CTE while exhibiting ver/little out-of-plane defor-
garding vibration of the fine wires to be used to create align- mation. These requirements were met with the use of quasi-
ment cross hairs inside the grids, lt was recognized that the isotropic laminates. The finite-element analysis of these struc-
fundamental frequency of vibration for a filament was a func- tures proved particularly useful• A balance was achieved be-
tion of stress only and that the use of tungsten or some other tween minimum weight, to improve dynamic articulation, and
strong fiber would permit a high internal stress level and hence maximum isotropie in-plane stiffness, to insure grid stabil-
a high fundamental natural frequency. A finite-element analy- ity and interferometer performance. The fundamental natural
sis of a graphite/epoxy grid structure with 0.002-in. tungsten mode of vibration for both end platens was found to be out-of-
filaments allowed the optimization of the cross-sectional area plane bending. A bothersome higher-order, grid-support, rod-
of the grid structure and tensioning of the filament. A 1- bending mode was found to affect grid stability significantly.
in.2 cross-section grid structure possessed a natural frequency Based on these results, thicker facing material was chosen for
of about 210 Hz, whereas the filament, when stressed to ap- the upstream platen, the downstream platen was altered to in-
proximately 30% of its yield stress, exhibited a fundamental clude UHM graphite as facing material, and the grid structure
frequency of vibration of 262 Hz. (lt is of musicologic inter- support rods were increased to a maximum practical diameter.
est that 262 Hz is middle C as defined by the equitempered Another ramification from this analysis was the reduction in
chromatic scale. Hence a hand-held electronic chromatic tuner stiffness of the Be-Cu springs used for platen preloading and

was used for accurate tensioning.) adjustment. Softer spring constants did not adversely affect
the system dynamics and allowed a lighter platen preload. Ta-
ble 2 describes the grid/plat_:n system with these alterations in

The end platens are large graphite/epoxy/KevlarTM-honeycomb place•
structures. The use of composite materials with sandwich con-
struction instead of an alloy such as aluminum increases the A typical platen axial view (along the connecting cylinder

stiffness-to-weight ratio by a factor of approximately 6 and axis) with grid and other hardware may be seen in Fig. 4.

Table 1. Preimpregnated Material Properties

Quasi-Isotropic Properties
Material u E (Gl'a) G (GPa) _ (ppm/° C)

AS1/3501-6 0.29761 51.73520 19.93474 2.31736
AS4/3501--6 0.29995 55•82697 21.47277 1.95962

GY70/3501-6 0.31790 98.97_66 37.55023 -0.00846
HMS4/3501--6 0.29811 77.21350 29.74075 0.30508

P75/3501--6 0.32115 107•82357 40.80677 -0.27976
UHM/3501--6 0.31442 95.83843 36.45651 0.10490



Table 2. Component Design aspect ratio 3, was verified as 875 Hz via impact and holt-
Fundamental Natural Frequencies of Vibration graphic modal testing and approximated with less than 3%

and Coefficients o1"Thermal Expansion error via numerical means. Closed form results from :;hell
theory provided an accurate result for the frequency of the

Component io (Hz) CTE (ppm/°C) first several modes of vibration. Composite cylinder proto-
Grid wires 262 1.39 types were also modally tested as well as numerically modeled.
Grid structure 210 --0.36 A small graphite/epoxy cylinder with construction parameters

Platen (downstream) > 65 0.105 approximating the cylinders' construction was modeled using
Platen (upstream) 65 1.96 the finite-element approach and was experimentally tested to
Assembly 65 N/A determine its mode shapes and associated natural frequencies.

A comparison of the results of these two approaches yielded
a difference of approximately 2%.

Axial and transverse views of the upstream grid/platen assem-

bly finite-element mesh assuming a deformed configuration Finally a finite-element model of the full-size cylinder was
characteristic of its fundamental vibrational mode (65 Hz) are constructed and, together with information provided in Fig. 4,
illustrated in this figure, a set of design parameters was chosen, lt was found that a

cylindrical laminate produced from 65% AS4 graphite fibers
The cylinder connecting the end platens was the focus of much and 35% epoxy wrapped at angles of 5:25 degrees to the longi-
analysis. Once again, the thermal and vibrational character- tudinal axis, possessing 20% circular wraps composing a total
istics of this element were of greatest interest. The cylinder wall thickness of 0.5 in., would have a fundamental natural

length, approximately 2.5 m and inner diameter, 0.75 m, were frequency of approximately 56 Hz. This structtu'e would also
fixed quantities. The remaining degrees of freedom for dna- possess an axial CTE of approximately 0.45 ppmpC. After
lytical parametric studies were wall thickness and orthotropic penetrations for hardware were created in this cylinder, that

particulars such as filament weave angle(s), percentage of cir- frequency was expected to drop to 52 Hz. Experiment proved
cumferential wraps, and volume fractions of fiber and epoxy, this latter number to be 48 Hz, reflecting an 8% disagree-

ment. Imperfection in the fabrication of such a large part is
Empirical results from modal testing of small cylinders pos- the primary source of error in this situation. The fundamental
sessing similar aspect ratios to that of the connecting cylinder frequency could have been higher with different wind angles,
provided insight into the fundamental modes of interest and but the overall CTE of the structure would have been ad-
also verified finite-element models of the structures. The shell versely affected. Analytical methods predicted a fundamental
theory prediction of axial half wave number equal to zero frequency of 49.9 Hz, reflecting a 4% error. The next three
and circumferen;.ial wave number equal to two was at once modes were analytically predicted with greater accuracy titan
verified by impact and holographic modal testing. 7 The natu- this.
ral frequency of this mode, for a small aluminum cylinder of

Figure 5 displays the finite-element mesh used for numerical
natural frequency determination and an axial (end-on) view of

/ I [ [ / // / / / / / ] / / l_ the cylinder assuming its fundamental mode deformed config-
uration. A perfect circle in this plane would represent the un-
deformed body. Table 3 is a compilation of computational and
empirical results for the various prototypes and the connect-
ing cylinder. Figure 6 represents an experimentally derived
magnitude versus frequency transfer function for the pene-
trated cylinder. 8 In general, excellent agreement was achieved
among analytical, computational, and experimental methods.

Monitoring

An elaborate monitoring scheme was developed for two rea-

sons. Primarily, dynamic stabilization of the grids required

__ a very accurate, real-time knowledge of their location. Sec-

ondarily, the system designed and constructed by LANL and

A B herein described is only a subscale device. Intense monitor-
ing of this prototype will, however, provide critical perfor-
mance information that will affect the design and construction

Figure 4. Finite-element mesh of upstream grid and platen of the full.scale silicon tracker scheduled for construction in
assuming fundamental vibrational mode (65 Hz) deformed con- the late 1990s. The basic elements of the monitoring system
figuration, axial (A) and transverse (B) views, are in place. However, minimal testing of tlm device has been
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Figure 5. Finite-element mesh of undeformed penetrated connecting cylinder (pictorial view) and fundamental vibrational mode

(48 Hz) deformed configuration (axial view),

completed to date, and hence, in-depth results based on data a computer which calculates !he correction needed to help
acquired by these systems are not yet available. The major align the grids. The remaining beam is used to monitor the
monitoring systems in piace include the laser interferometry thermal stability of the platens. The combination of platen de-
system, the accelerometer-based, vibration measurement sys- formation information and the relative displacements of critical
tem, and the environmental chamber performance monitoring points on the platens and grids allows absolute alignment accu-
system, as well as the vibration isolation support systems' racy greater than 1.0/_m/m of grid separation. This dynamic

monitoring system. The following is a description of these alignment is accomplished by the PZTs described earlier in
systems and their intended open_tional roles, this work. Also, this system can be used to verify camera

resolution by moving the upstream grid a fixed distance and
The system is equipped with an interferometric metrology sys- observing the effect produced at the downstream grid. Finally,
tem used to measure the precise relative positions of the grids the interferometry system can be used in conjunction with the
,and the end platens that support and spatially articulate them. vibration measurement instrumentation to obtain estimates of

This system consists of a heterodyne laser interferometry sys- localized dynamic behavior. The resolution of the laser system
tem driven at 40 MHz. A 7-beam light truss is created and far exceeds that of the accelerometer-based vibration measure-
used to monitor the 6 spatial degrees oi' freedom associated ment system, but only differential measurements are available
with the relative motion between the platens used for grid from interferometry. Hence, only a comparison and check of
support and positioning. Fore" additional beams are used to the vibration-monitoring system are possible using the laser
measure the relative motion between the grid structures and system, but both are required to fully characterize g_emotions
the platens in the normal plane. This information is input into of the grids and platens.

Table 3. Computational and Empirical Modal Results for Prototype Cylinders

Aspect

Component Length Ratio Construction fo_,,t for._.
(n,) (I/d)

Aluminum Cylinder 0.3 3 extruded 460 450
Small Graphite Cylinder 0.3 3 filament-wound 0 = 4-30 o to axis; 875 900

% circs = 33

Cylinder w/o penetrations 2.5 3.3 filament-wound 0 = 4-25o to axis; unknown 56
% circs = 20 t..

Cylinder w/penetrations 2.5 3.3 filament-wound 0 = 4-250 to axis; 48 52
% circs = 20

1
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1 - i _ _ iJ_,l _ ' _ _,J_l , _ _ A third system for monitoring the experiment is the environ-
mental chamber control console. Temperature and humidity

134 2701 are both strictly controlled parameters of the environment. The

lo"_ limits of acceptability of CTE for ali components were contin-

,_ gent upon the reasonably obtainable maximum temperature ex-
-, cursion parameter. Temperature is thermostatically controlledI.-- .2

10 to within 0.06 °C (0.1 °F) of a setpoint and humidity is fixed
to within 2% of its setpoint. (The hygroscopic time constant of

UJ

> .3 the composite materials used is long enough to permit a 2%

10 r,_ excursion without exceeding measurement tolerances.) This
rr ,- system can also verify the CTEs of some fabricated compo-

_0_ , , , ,, ,,,I _ , i p_ ,_1 _ t , ,, t nents by varying the temperature and observing dimensional10 100 1000

FREQUENCY(Hz) changes with the laser interferometry system.

The final monitoring system discussed is the air vibration at-
Figure 6. Empirically derived transfer function of penetrated tenuation system's sensors. These linear variable differential
connecting cylinder, transducers (LVDTs) are used t_ measure the motion of the

massive base relative to the ground. The information is used
to calculate platform drifL

The accelerometers used for vibration measurement may be

placed at essentially any location at any orientation except di-
recdy on the grid wires. The grid structures themselves are Results
instrumented with lightweight, 27-gram accelerometers capa-
ble of sensing tens of jugs of acceleration down to a few hertz. Many preliminary tests have been conducted, but there are
The most important aspect of stability is grid-wire stability, as still other experiments to be run and an immense amount of
noted earlier. However, it is not necessary to instrument the data to be analyzed. Overall, the interferometry and vibration,

wires themselves because their stiffness and high natural frc- and air isolation monitoring systems appear to be functioning
quency cause them to exactly mimic the grid support structure properly and effectively. The environmental system is ipcr-
movements. Small accelerometers are also used for sensing ating well within its specifications, Detailed results acquired

accelerations of the platens. Highly sensitive seismometers are and analyzed to date are composed primarily of displacement
used to discern acceleration levels of the Jnassive base upon information from both the interferometry system and doubly

which the system is kinematically mounted and of the floor of integrating acceleration output, with respect to time, from the
the experimental area. accelerometers. TabJe 4 presents displacement information at

four frequencies of interest acquired from the vibration mea-
The overall design intent of the system included minimizing surement system.

amplification of ambient vibrations. For this purpose, a mas-
sive component, complete with an air-based vibration atten- Conclusions
uation system, was used to bring the device to test height,

nearly 1.7 m above the floor. Structural beams or other sup- The following conclusions and questions arise from the in-
ports would have amplified the floor vibration levels in much spection of the vibration and interferometry system resultz, lt
the same manner that a bowling ball mounted on top of a is obvious that the 57.3-Hz component of the vibration spec-
broom stick tends to exhibit dynamic instability. The kine- trum is a direct result of the mechanical performance of the
matic mounting rods used to secm"e ,,.hecylinder, and hence environmental system. However, this system may be deacti-
the remaining components, to the lower structure were kept rated during data-taking episodes if absolutely necessary. The .
as short as possible to minimize cantilever behavior of the 41.25-Hz frequency component is believed to be a cylinder
structure, vibrational mode. The magnitude of this motion is not dele-

terious to the operation of the device. This motion would
This information describes the input spectrum from the floor negatively influence the measurement capability of the inter-
and the subsequent attenuation produced by the vibration iso- ferometry system were it not capable of subtracting _his motion

lation support system. Transmissibility from the massive base before calculating actual grid position estimates. The 12.75-
to various points on the structure can next be investigated. Hz vibration is believed to be the fundamental mode of the
However, vibrations that result from the structures' contact connecting cylinder resting on its mount loaded by the platens.
with the vacuum components, and air turbulence produced by Both the vibration and interferometry systems detect it, but it
the environmental chamber tends to provide an input to the does not adversely affect grid alignment even though its mag-
platens; neither of these problems is combated by the aUenu- nitude is noticeable, lt is apparently not transmitted up through
ation system. By design these latter effects are small and will the floor; otherwise, the air isolation system would more ef-

be evaluated in the results section, fectively attenuate iL lt is suspected that this motion suggests
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Table 4. Measured Displacements at Assembly The operation of the P'-ZTsand stepping motors has posed no
Resonant Frequencies hindrance to system accuracy. Vibration sources such as thr:

Magnitude experimental area foundation and airborne disturbances exist
but are skillfully managed and hence pose i]o significant oper,Component Frequency (#m peak-peak)
ational difficulty. The excellent intrinsic material damping of(Hz) x, y directions
the graphite composite components kept input vibration am-

Grid (downstream) 8.7 0.1, 0.1 plification to a minimum. The design and analysis enabled
Air handling ON, 12.7 2.5, 0o6 surpassing the 1.0 #rad grid-stability objective. The combina-
pumps ON, 41.2 0.03,0.03 tion of vibrational, interferomctric, and environmental moni-

air isolation ON 57.2 0.05, 0.13 toring of the experiment were valuable sources of perlbrmance
Platen (downstream) 8.7 0.1, <0.01 information.

Air handling ON, 12.7 2.25, 0.22 The successful completion of the initial stability experiment
pumps ON, 41.2 0.02, 0.05 was a significant achievment for ultrastable structural research
air isolation ON 57.2 0.03, 0.07 and development at Los Alamos. Even though such an elabo-

Platen (upstream) 8.7 0°05, 0.05 rate system will not be possible for the SSC environment, the
Air handling ON, 12.7 1.3, 0.02 experience and confidence gained in this endeavor are already
pumps ON, 41.2 0.03, 0.07 yielding rich rewards in the design and development of a pro-
air isolation ON 57.2 0.04, 0.15 totype for a silicon-based elementary particle tracking system

Massive base 8.7 <0.01, 0.02 suitable for the Superconducting Super Collider high-energy
Air handling ON, 12.7 0.05, <0.01 physics experiment.
pumps ON, 41.2 <0.01, <0.01

air isolation ON 57.2 <0.01, 0.01 REFERENCES
Floor 8.7 <0.01, 0.04

Air handling ON, 12.7 <0.01, <0.01 [1] S. P. Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger, Theory of Plates and
pumps ON, 41.2 <0.01, 0.01 Shells McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1959.
air isolation N/A 57.2 <0.01, 0.09 [2] R. M. Jones, Mechanics of Composite Materials McGraw-Hill

Book Company, 1975.
[3] R. D. Henshell, Managing Director, PAFEC Ltd., Theory Manual

Sla'elleyHall, Nottingham, UK, 1984.
[4] S. W. Tsai, and H. T. Hahn, Introduction to Composite Materials

Technomic Publishing AG, 1980.
[5] R. B. Hetr.arski, editor, Thermal Stresses ! Elsevier Science Pub-

a near-rigid body motion of the entire system characterized by fishers BV, 1986.
small local deformations. More in-depth analysis will be re- [6] B. Barenburg, "Finite Element Analysis of Filament Wound Com-
quired to substantiate this suspicion and to uncover the source posites" Massachusetts Institute of Technology Master's Thesis,
of excitation. Finally, 8.75 Hz is apparently a foundation- unpublished.

heaving mode whose wavelength is long in comparison to the [7] R. D. Blevins, Formulas]br Natural Frequency and Mode ShapeKrieger Publishing Co., 1979.
length of the e_perimental area (ratio of approximately 8:1 [8] J. S. Bendat, and A. G. Piersol, Random Data John Wiley and
longitudinally) and hence poses no prob_,em. Sons, 1986.
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